A historical investigation from the Georgia Historical Society:

How can laws shape rights of citizenship?
The Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution was passed in 1868 during the Reconstruction era
establishing the rights of citizenship for all Americans born or naturalized in the country regardless of
race. This historical inquiry, based on the Inquiry Design Model (IDM) from C3 Teachers and the Library
of Congress, challenges students to investigate the impacts of the Fourteenth Amendment, laws
regarding civil rights, and the effects of Jim Crow on rights of citizenship in Georgia and the United
States.

For the sunny South. An airship with a "Jim Crow" trailer. United States, 1913. Photograph. Loc.gov.

Aligned to the Georgia Standards of Excellence for Eighth Grade Georgia Studies.

•
•
•

SS8H6 Analyze the impact of Reconstruction in Georgia.
SS8H7 Evaluate key political, social, and economic changes that occurred in Georgia during the
New South Era.
SS8CG1 Describe the foundations of Georgia’s government.

Based on the Inquiry Design Model from C3 Teachers and the Library of Congress.

Compelling Question
How can laws shape rights of citizenship?
SS8H6 Analyze the impact of Reconstruction in Georgia.
Standard

SS8H7 Evaluate key political, social, and economic changes that occurred in Georgia during
the New South Era.

Disciplinary
Practice

SS8CG1 Describe the foundations of Georgia’s government.
Identify and use primary and secondary sources; compare similarities and differences; draw
conclusions and make generalizations; interpret political cartoons.

Staging the
Question

Read the 14th Amendment, section one. Students should underline segments of the
amendment that describe its purpose. Use the Values, Identities, Actions thinking routine to
dive deeper into the meaning of the 14th Amendment, section one.
Teaching Tip: replace the words, “work of art” with “law” when completing the Values,
Identities, Actions activity. (See pages 3-5 for more information on this strategy.)
Supporting Questions

#1 What laws helped define and extend the rights of
citizenship to freedmen and women during the
Reconstruction era?

#2 Do Jim Crow laws violate the Fourteenth
Amendment? Why or why not?

Formative Performance Tasks
The Fourteenth Amendment defines what a citizen is but
does not explain what the rights of citizenship are. Based
on the sources, students will examine laws that extend
the rights of citizenship and identify examples of those
rights during Reconstruction.
Read the excerpts from sources 1-3. Highlight or
underline the name of the law and the rights extended
by each law.
Sort sources A-F into three piles. Each pile should
represent rights that correspond to of each of the three
laws (sources 1-3).

Read source G titled “Jim Crow Cars.” Based on the
source and students’ prior knowledge briefly describe the
decision of the Plessy vs. Ferguson Supreme Court case.
Use the Quadrant analysis strategy to analyze source H.
Generate a list of examples from this source that
illustrates the impact of Jim Crow laws on Black citizens.
Read source I. Compare this source to sources G and H.
Consider its author and how it further illustrates the
impact of Jim Crow laws on the Fourteenth Amendment.
Use the “What makes you say that?” strategy to help
students identify evidence to respond to supporting
question number two.

Featured Sources
Source 1: H.R. 613, “An act to establish a Bureau for the
relief of Freedmen and Refugees,” June 11, 1866.
https://memory.loc.gov/cgibin/ampage?collId=llhb&fileName=039/llhb039.db&recNu
m=3583
Source 2: “An act to protect all citizens in

Source G: “Jim Crow Cars.” The Saint Paul Globe., May
19, 1896.
https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn90059523/189
6-05-19/ed-1/seq1/print/image_681x647_from_1623%2C6928_to_3485%2C
8700/
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their civil and legal rights.” December 17, 1874.
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/resource
s/pdf/Civil_Rights_Act_1875.pdf

Source G: For the sunny South. An airship with a "Jim
Crow" trailer. United States, 1913. Photograph.
https://www.loc.gov/item/2002720354/.

Source 3: Joint Resolution Proposing the Fifteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution;
2/26/1869. General Records of the United States
Government, Washington, DC.
https://www.docsteach.org/documents/document/fifte
enth-amendment

Source H: “African American Lawyer Arrested.” The
Appeal: A National Afro-American Newspaper. 1904.
https://www.loc.gov/static/classroom-materials/jimcrow-segregation/documents/hart.pdf

Source A. Waud, Alfred R., Artist. "The first vote.” 1867.
Photograph. https://www.loc.gov/item/00651117/
Source B. Sherman in Savannah, December 22, 1864.
Today in Georgia History.
https://www.todayingeorgiahistory.org/tih-georgiaday/sherman-in-savannah/
Source C. “The first colored senator and representatives
– in the 41st and 42nd Congress of the United States.”
From the Library of Congress Prints & Photographs Online
Catalog. PGA – Currier & Ives.
https://tps.ghslearn.com/first-african-american-senatorand-representatives/
Source D. Wilson, William E. "Black school, Liberty
County, #214." Photograph. Savannah: undated. From
Georgia Historical Society: GHS 1375-PH-079.
https://7063.sydneyplus.com/archive/final/Portal/Recor
dView.aspx?component=AAAA&record=8d88cd56-5a704947-b7e9-926f3f08b7b6
Source E. Waud, A. R., Artist. “The Freedmen’s Bureau.”
1868. Wood Engraving Print.
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/resource/cph.3c05555/
Source F: Theodore Roosevelt to William J. Northen. The
White House, Washington, April 11, 1908. From Georgia
Historical Society: GHS 1298-02-16-0.
https://7063.sydneyplus.com/archive/final/Portal/Recor
dView.aspx?component=AAAA&record=cc01cc3a-b0bd4060-b4aa-bd27f0690080
ARGUMENT
Construct an argument (claim) that addresses the compelling question using
historical evidence found in the primary source sets for supporting questions one and two.
EXTENSION
Summative
Performance
Tasks (Pick 1)

Read examples of Jim Crow laws in Georgia. Consider how Jim Crow laws compare to aspects of
slavery. Compare the requirements of section one of the Fourteenth Amendment to the
examples of Jim Crow laws in Georgia.
Analyze the Plessy vs. Ferguson Supreme Court decision, “separate but equal.” How does this
decision impact the Fourteenth Amendment?
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Steps for Staging the Question: Values, Identities, Actions
Values: What values are represented in this law?
•

Explain what a value is. Values are principles or standards people consider most important in
their lives. Some common values may be kindness, honesty, and respect. Values help us live
our lives with direction and purpose—they can become a tool for guidance such as a compass
or a road map.

•

What are some American values that students can identify in the text of the Fourteenth
Amendment, section one?
o No state shall make or enforce a law which shall abridge (limit) the privileges (rights)
or immunities (freedoms) of citizens of the United States.
o No state shall deprive (deny) any person of life, liberty, or property.
o Due process of law—a legal requirement that states must respect all legal rights owed
to a person such as the right to a fair trial.
o Equal protections under the law—a legal requirement that requires states to treat all
people equally before the law regardless of their race or other discriminatory basis
such as gender, religion, or disability. For example, a state cannot deny person legal
rights such as freedom of speech based on their race or gender.

Identities: Who is this law speaking about? Who is the law speaking to?
•

Students should consider who this law applies to and who the audience is for this law.
o This law is speaking about American citizens, or all persons born or naturalized in the
United States.
o The audiences for this law are the states and people within the United States.

Actions: What actions might this law encourage?
•

Actions can include doing something, refraining from doing something, learning, or other
actions.
o This law requires states to treat all citizens fairly.
o This law denies states the power to limit citizens’ rights or freedoms under the United
States Constitution.
o This law denies states from depriving citizen's life, liberty, or property without due
process, or the fair treatment of citizens within the American judicial system.
o This law requires all states treat all citizens equally under the law.
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Key: Supporting Task #1
Source 1: H.R. 613, “An act to establish a Bureau for the relief of Freedmen and Refugees,” June 11, 1866.
Loc.gov.
• “...to become self-sufficient citizens of the United States...”
• “...making freedom available to them...”
Examples of rights include:
• Equal protection under the law (Source E)
• Acquiring property, or financial prosperity (Sources B and D)
• The right to hold political office (Source C)
Source 2: “An act to protect all citizens in their civil and legal rights.” December 17, 1874. Senate.gov.
• “...full and equal enjoyment of inns, public conveyances on land and water, theaters, and other
places of public amusement...”
Examples of rights include:
• Equal access to public spaces such as hotels, transportation, theaters, etc. (Source F)
Source 3: Joint Resolution Proposing the Fifteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution;
2/26/1869. General Records of the United States Government, Washington, DC. National Archives and
Records Administration.
• “The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.”
Examples of rights include:
• The right to vote (Source A)
• As the United States is a Republic, the right to choose (vote for) elected officials that represent
citizen’s values (Source C)
Key: Supporting Task #2
Source G: Plessy vs. Ferguson upheld the state of Louisiana’s law requiring separate railway cars for Black
and White riders. It established the precedent of “separate but equal” legalizing segregation on the basis
that accomodations and opportunities for both races were made equal.
Source H: “For the Sunny South” provides a visual representation of the Source 4, “Jim Crow Cars.” The
political cartoon has many examples of Jim Crow laws highlighting the failure of such laws to provide equal
acommodations, for example:
• A separate trailer for Black and White patrons.
• The trailer for Black patrons is not equal to the accomodations of the White plane.
• The trailer for Black patrons is overcrowded.
• The trailer for Black patrons is being towed or lead by the plane for White patrons with a White
pilot.
• The plane is more advanced technology compared to the trailer being held up by a balloon.
• The plane is higher than the trailer in the image (most notable during the quadrant activity).
• Black patrons must cary their belongings, are riding in the back of the transportation, and do not
have a clear view of where they are going.
Source I: Further illustrates the impact of Jim Crow laws on African Americans. It provides a perspective
from a Black man and suggests animosity toward the Fourteenth Amendment by White Americans.
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Staging the Question: Joint Resolution Proposing the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution. 6/13/1866. National Archives Building, Washington, DC.

Transcript: Joint Resolution Proposing the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution. Transcript of Article XIV, section 1.
Article XIV
Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall
make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Supporting Question #1: Excerpts from sources 1-3
Source 1: H.R. 613, “An act to establish a Bureau for the relief of Freedmen and Refugees,”
June 11, 1866. Loc.gov.

Source 2: “An act to protect all citizens in their civil and legal rights.” December 17, 1874.
Senate.gov.

Source 3: Joint Resolution Proposing the Fifteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution; 2/26/1869. General Records of the United States Government, Washington, DC.
National Archives and Records Administration.

Supporting Question #1: Sources A-F
Source A. Waud, Alfred R., Artist. "The first vote" / AW monogram; drawn by A.R. Waud.,
1867. Photograph.

Source B. Sherman in Savannah, December 22, 1864. Today in Georgia History.

Source C. “The first colored senator and representatives – in the 41st and 42nd Congress of
the United States.” From the Library of Congress Prints & Photographs Online Catalog. PGA –
Currier & Ives.

Source D. Wilson, William E. "Black school, Liberty County, #214." Photograph. Savannah:
undated. From Georgia Historical Society: GHS 1375-PH-079.

Source E. Waud, A. R., Artist. “The Freedmen’s Bureau.” 1868. Wood Engraving Print.

Source F. Theodore Roosevelt to William J. Northern page 1. The White House, Washington,
April 11, 1908. From Georgia Historical Society: GHS 1298-02-16-0.

Supporting Question #2: Sources G-I
Source G. “Jim Crow Cars.” The Saint Paul Globe., May 19, 1896.

Source H. For the sunny South. An airship with a "Jim Crow" trailer. United States, 1913.
Photograph.

Source I. “African American Lawyer Arrested.” The Appeal: A National Afro-American
Newspaper. 1904.

